Meat quality evaluation based on computer vision technique: A review.
Nowadays people tend to include more meat in their diet thanks to the improvement in standards of living as well as an increase in awareness of meat nutritive values. To ensure public health, therefore, there is a need for a rise in worldwide meat production and consumption. Further attention is also required as to how the safety and the quality of meat production process should be assessed. Classical methods of meat quality assessment, however, have some disadvantages; expensive and time-consuming. This study intends to introduce an alternative method known as Computer Vision (CV) for the assessment of various quality parameters of muscle foods. CV has several advantages over the traditional methods. It is non-destructive, easy, and quick, hence, more efficient in meat quality assessments. This study aims to investigate different quality characteristics of some muscle foods using CV. It closes with a discussion on the future challenges and expected opportunities of the practical application of CV in the meat industry.